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Abstrat. The renement alulus is a powerful framework for rea-
soning about programs, speiations, and renement relations between
programs and speiations.
In this paper we introdue a new renement alulus onstrut, in-plae
renement. We use in-plae renement to prove the orretness of a teh-
nique for heking the renement relation between programs and spe-
iations. The tehnique is appliable whenever the speiation is an
idempotent prediate transformer, as is the ase for most proedure ef-
fets.
In-plae renement is a prediate on the urrent program state. A om-
mand in-plae renes a speiation in a given state if the eet of every
exeution of the ommand in the state is no worse then the eet of some
exeution of the speiation in the state.
We demonstrate the usefulness of the in-plae renement onstrut by
showing the orretness of a preise tehnique for heking eets of om-
mands in a omputer program. The tehnique is preise beause it takes
into aount the set of possible states in whih eah ommand an ex-
eute, using the information about the ontrol-ow and expressions of
onditional ommands. This preision is partiularly important for han-
dling aliasing in objet-oriented programs that manipulate dynamially
alloated data strutures.
We have implemented the tehnique as a part of a side-eet heker for
the programming language C#.
1 Introdution
In this paper we onsider an instane of the fundamental problem of showing that
a omputer program respets a speiation. This problem is diÆult beause
?
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both the atual behavior of the program and the desirable program behaviors
typially orrespond to an innite state transition system (or a system that is
for all pratial purposes innite). For example, in an objet-oriented program
there is pratially no upper bound on the number of objets that the program
may reate. A general way to address the problem of innitely many states is to
work with the nite desriptions of programs and speiations.
The fous of this paper is a tehnique for heking that a program onforms
to its speiation where the speiation has the form of an eet. We have
applied our tehnique to the heking of eets alled modies-lauses [15℄. A
modies-lause is a speiation that requires the program to preserve the values
in memory loations outside some given region of program state. The presene
of dynamially alloated data strutures implies that the region of state that the
program may aess, as well as the region of state speied in a modies-lause,
are not bounded at ompile time. Our analysis tehnique therefore works diretly
with the desription of the program in its guarded ommand form [16℄, and uses
the onept of a data group [15℄ to represent sets of loations of unknown size.
The main result of this paper is the orretness proof of our tehnique for
heking side eets. Our orretness proof applies whenever the speiation
satises simple algebrai properties: idempotene and renement by an empty
ommand. We therefore hope that our argument provides a general foundation
for heking program eets. To show the orretness of our tehnique, we give a
formal semantis to programs and speiations, using the renement alulus.
The renement alulus [2℄ is a framework based on weakest preondition
alulus [8℄. It allows expressing both programs and speiations in a unied
notation with preise semantis based on higher-order logi. Sets of states are
modeled in the renement alulus as prediates, here denoted by Pred. Programs
and speiations are modeled as prediate transformers, here denoted by Trans.
A prediate transformer is a funtion from prediates to prediates, whose in-
formal meaning is the following. Consider a ommand C modeled by a prediate
transformer t. If a prediate P denotes a set of states after the ommand C,
then the prediate t(P ) is the weakest preondition of C with respet to P . t(P )
denotes the largest set of states S suh that every exeution of C from a state
st 2 S leads to one of the states denoted by P .
The renement alulus is an expressive framework that naturally models a
range of programming language onstruts. When used informally, the rene-
ment alulus permits a full range of mathematial tehniques for reasoning
about programs. Nevertheless, it is possible to build automated tools that hek
renement relations for prediate transformers of ertain forms, without requir-
ing any interative theorem proving. In this paper we fous on speiations
that are expressed as eets. We have implemented a modies-lause heker
based on this tehnique, making use of a theorem prover tailored for program
heking [7, 10℄.
Side eets are a simple yet important lass of program speiations. The
preise information about side eets enables a program heker to prove that
properties are preserved aross proedure alls, whih makes side eet heking
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an important aspet of tools that inrease software reliability. Side eets an be
speied at dierent levels of preision and oniseness, starting from the most
onservative approximation. This property makes side eets a good andidate
for lightweight speiations. Our initial experiene with the modies-lause
heker for C# as well as the previous experiene with ESC/Modula-3 [7℄ suggest
that the annotation burden of speifying side eets is aeptable.
To show the orretness of the eet heking tehnique in [15℄, we introdue a
new onstrut of the renement alulus, in-plae renement. In-plae renement
is an operation v
I
that takes two prediate transformers t
1
and t
2
and returns
a prediate:
v
I
: Trans! Trans! Pred
(t
1
v
I
t
2
) st = 8P: (t
1
P st)) (t
2
P st)
Here, st denotes a state and P denotes a prediate. We dene the usual rene-
ment relation between prediate transformers [2℄ by
t
1
v t
2
= 8P:8st: t
1
P st) t
2
P st
As a onsequene of these denitions we have
t
1
v t
2
= 8st: (t
1
v
I
t
2
) st
The example in Setion 2 shows the usefulness of in-plae renement as a tool
for reasoning about eet heking. In general, we expet the renement in-plae
to be a useful addition to the renement alulus.
2 Example
We have disovered the notion of in-plae renement in an eort to show the
orretness of a tehnique for heking that a program  satises its eet spe-
iation s. We represent eah eet as an idempotent prediate transformer s
and require s to be rened by the skip ommand.
A simple tehnique to hek that a program  renes an eet s is to show that

0
renes s for every ommand 
0
in program , and then use the idempotene of
s. Unfortunately, this simple tehnique fails to show that the following program
 does not modify elements of the array a for indies other than 0; 1; 2; 3; 4:
 : if (abs(j) < 3) f
if (j > 0) f
a[j℄= 1
g else f
a[ 2  j℄= 1
g
g
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Let r denote a region of store onsisting of array elements a[0℄; a[1℄; a[2℄; a[3℄; a[4℄.
It is easy to see that an exeution of program  an only modify loations in
r. Let havo r denote the prediate transformer that may nondeterministially
modify any loation in r. For s = havo r we then have
havo r v  (1)
However, it is not the ase that havo r v 
0
for every ommand 
0
in program
. For example, the subommand

0
= (a[j℄= 1)
does not rene havo r, i.e.
havo r 6v (a[j℄= 1)
The reason why the simple tehnique fails is that the individual ommands suh
as 
0
are taken out of the program ontext, and the information about the values
that variables suh as j may take is lost.
To overome limitations of the simple tehnique, we present a tehnique based
on ontext-dependent heking of renement. Our tehnique an be justied us-
ing the in-plae renement operator. To hek renement (1), we instrument
program  with assert ommands. If P is a prediate on program states, then
ommand assert P denotes a ommand that does nothing if the initial state sat-
ises P , and \goes wrong" otherwise. A program that \goes wrong" terminates
the exeution in an undesirable way. After instrumenting program  aording
to our tehnique, we obtain program 
0
:

0
: if (abs(j) < 3) f
if (j > 0) f
assert (havo r v
I
(a[j℄= 1))
a[j℄= 1
g else f
assert (havo r v
I
(a[ 2  j℄= 1))
a[ 2  j℄= 1
g
g
The way we make sure that the instrumented program 
0
does not go wrong is
by proving a veriation ondition. Namely, in Setion 5 we show that if the
veriation ondition derived from the instrumented program is valid, then the
renement relation of form (1) holds. This is the result we intuitively expet
to hold. This intuition is reeted in the fat that it is straightforward to show
the result for prediate transformers generated by transition relations on states.
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What we show in Setion 5 is that the result holds for all onjuntive prediate
transformers, inluding the miraulous prediate transformers [1℄.
By introduing the in-plae renement prediate we redue the ontext-
spei renement heking to the task of heking the validity of veriation
onditions. Our tehnique an therefore easily be inorporated into a general-
purpose program heking tool suh as [10℄, whih is based on veriation on-
dition validity heking and an detet a variety program errors suh as null
pointer dereferene, array out of bounds violation, and violations of programmer-
speied invariants. Modies-lause heking is an important omponent of suh
a tool beause it enables a sound, modular, and preise heking of proedure
alls and method invoations.
3 Preliminaries
Let A ; B denote the set of partial funtions from set A to set B and A !
B denote total funtions from A to B. We assume (A ! B)  (A ; B),
moreover, every partial funtion f 2 A; B is a total funtion on its domain: f :
(domf)! B. We use the syntax of higher order logi, with funtion appliation
denoted by juxtaposition. When writing expressions we assume that the priority
of funtion appliation denoted by juxtaposition is higher than the priority of
inx operators. We assume that funtions are urried. We identify subsets of a
set A with funtions A! Bool. We dene funtion override, written , by
 : (A; B)! (A; B)! (A; B)
(g  f) x =
(
f x; if f x is dened
g x; if f x is undened
Lo (set of loations)
Value (set of values)
Bool = ffalse; trueg (truth values)
State = Lo! Value (program state)
Update = Lo; Value (state update)
Region = Lo! Bool (set of loations)
Pred = State! Bool (prediates on states)
Trans = Pred! Pred (prediate transformers)
Fig. 1. Basi Sets
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Figure 1 summarizes the denitions of some basi sets of objets. We pos-
tulate a set of loations Lo and a set of values Value. We think of a loation
l 2 Lo as modeling an assignable memory loation of a omputer store, where
every loation holds information representing some value v 2 Value. The preise
struture of sets Lo and Value is not important for the purpose of this paper. A
state st 2 State is a total funtion from loations to values. A prediate P 2 Pred
is a funtion from states to the set of truth values Bool. We denote prediates by
apital letters P;Q, possibly with subsripts. Prediates form a lattie, moreover,
the lattie of prediates is a boolean algebra. We write P
1
 P
2
for the lattie
order between prediates in the lattie. We write P
1
^ P
2
, P
1
_ P
2
, and :P
1
for
onjuntion, disjuntion, and negation of prediates. Eah prediate transformer
t 2 Trans is a total funtion from prediates to prediates. Prediate transformers
also form a boolean algebra.
assert : Pred! Trans
assert Q P = Q ^ P
assume : Pred! Trans
assume Q P = :Q _ P
assign : Update! Trans
assign f P st = P (st f)
Fig. 2. Basi Prediate Transformers
; : Trans! Trans! Trans
(t
1
; t
2
) P = t
1
(t
2
P )

A
: (A! Trans)! Trans

A
f P = 8a : A: f a P
Fig. 3. Sequential Composition and Demoni Choie
Figure 2 denes basi prediate transformers assertQ, assumeQ, and assign f .
We dene skip = assume true.
We build new prediate transformers from the existing ones using the follow-
ing two operators:
{ sequential omposition \;" (funtion omposition of prediate transformers);
{ demoni hoie \" (universal quantiation).
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Figure 3 shows the semantis of these two operators. Demoni hoie 
A
is
polymorphi in the type A of the hoie set; we require A 6= ; and omit A from

A
if it is lear from the ontext. We an dene the familiar binary demoni
hoie 2 as a speial ase of the unbounded hoie  , by
(t
1
2 t
2
) = f; where
f :: Bool! Trans
f x =
(
t
1
; x = true
t
2
; x = false
From the denition it follows
(t
1
2 t
2
) P = (t
1
P ) ^ (t
2
P )
Of speial importane for approximating prediate transformers is the havo
ommand, dened as follows:
havo : Region! Trans
havo r = (f : (r ! Value): assign f)
We say that a prediate transformer t is positively onjuntive i for all funtions
f : A! Pred where A 6= ;
t(8x: f x) = 8x: t(f x)
In this paper, the term \onjuntive" means \positively onjuntive". If a pred-
iate transformer is onjuntive, it is also monotoni with respet to the under-
lying lattie order [9℄. We denote the set of onjuntive prediate transformers
by CTrans. All prediate transformers in Figure 2 are onjuntive. Moreover,
sequential omposition and demoni hoie of onjuntive transformers is a on-
juntive transformer.
We assume that programs are onstruted from the basi prediate trans-
formers in Figure 2 using demoni hoie and sequential omposition. Demoni
hoie with assume ommands models onditional ommands suh as if . Con-
ditional ommands and sequential omposition an express arbitrary straight-
line ode. Furthermore, if we assume that eah proedure has a speiation in
terms of other prediate transformers suh as havo, we an perform onservative
heking of arbitrary reursive proedures.
We all a prediate transformer s suh that s v  an eet of the ommand
. We use the term eet to denote any prediate transformer s that is meant to
be used as a speiation for some ommand.
A prediate transformer s is idempotent i
s v s ; s
A prediate transformer is a may-transformer i
s v skip
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Note that an idempotent may-transformer satises s ; s = s. An idempotent
eet is an eet that is an idempotent prediate transformer; a may-eet is an
eet that is a may-transformer.
4 An Eet Cheking Tehnique
We rst show how to transform the heking of renement s v  into a veria-
tion ondition. The following holds:
s v 
= 8st: (s v
I
) st
( 8st: (s v
I
)st ^  true st
= 8st: assert (s v
I
) ( true) st
= 8st: (assert (s v
I
) ; ) true st
For a given speiation s, dene
hek
s
 = assert (s v
I
) ; 
We have thus redued heking renement s v  to heking whether the instru-
mented program

0
= hek
s

has the property

0
true = true (2)
We write simply hek  instead of hek
s
 if the speiation s is lear from
the ontext.
We have thus obtained the following Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. If (hek
s
) true = true then s v .
One diÆulty with heking (2) is that program  may have a ompliated stru-
ture, so it may be unlear how to hek whether prediate s v
I
 holds. We there-
fore transform the instrumented program 
0
into another instrumented program

00
suh that:
{ 
00
v 
0
and
{ the in-plae renement heks in 
00
are of the form s v
I

0
where 
0
is one
of the basi transformers in Figure 2.
To show (2), we attempt to prove (
00
true = true). If 
00
true = true holds, we
onlude (2) as follows:
true
= 
00
true
 
0
true
 true
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We next desribe how to obtain the instrumented program 
00
. To obtain 
00
we need to assume that the prediate transformer  is given by some syntax tree
C.
Let [[ ℄℄ be an interpretation funtion mapping syntax trees to prediate trans-
formers. We write ;, , assert, assume, assign for the syntax tree ounterparts
of ;,  , assert, assume, assign. We thus have
[[;℄℄ = ;
[[℄℄ = 
[[assert℄℄ = [[assert℄℄
[[assume℄℄ = [[assume℄℄
[[assign℄℄ = [[assign℄℄
We extend the relation [[ ℄℄ to syntax trees in the natural way:
[[C
1
;C
2
℄℄ = [[C
1
℄℄[[;℄℄[[C
2
℄℄
[[f ℄℄ = [[℄℄(x: [[f x℄℄)
We also dene the syntati ounterpart to hek:
hek C = assert (s v
I
) ;C
We next dene a funtion instr that instruments syntax trees. Suppose that
the ommand  is written using a syntax tree C, so that  = [[C℄℄. We then let

00
= [[instr C℄℄
We dene the funtion instr by indution on the struture of a syntax tree:
instr (C
1
;C
2
) = (instr C
1
) ;(instr C
2
)
instr (f) = (x: instr(f x))
instr (assert Q) = assert Q
instr (assume Q) = assume Q
instr (assign f) = hek (assign f)
(3)
To see how the instr transformation simplies eet heking, suppose s =
havo r and 
0
= assign f . Then by denition of s, , havo r, and assign f ,
we have:
(s v
I

0
) st = (havo r v
I
assign f) st
= 8P:
 
(8f
0
2 (r ! Value):assign f
0
P st))
assign f P st

( dom f  r
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To ensure that renement s v
I

0
holds, it therefore suÆes to hek that
loations assigned in the assignment ommand 
0
are inluded in the loations
speied by the havo ommand s.
Aording to our denition, instr performs all the heks at the leaves of the
syntax tree. In general, we may stop the reursive appliation of instr and apply
hek at any point in the tree. To apture this idea we dene a redution relation
7! with the property
hek C

7! instr C
where

7! is the reexive transitive losure of 7!. Dene rst relation

on om-
mands by
hek (C
1
;C
2
)

(hek C
1
) ;(hek C
2
)
hek (f)

(x: hek (f x))
hek (assert Q)

assert Q
hek (assume Q)

assume Q
(4)
Next, dene 7! as the ongruent losure of relation

i.e. dene 7! as the least
relation suh that
D[C
1
℄ 7! D[C
2
℄
for all ontexts D[ ℄, and all ommands C
1
and C
2
suh that C
1

C
2
.
5 Corretness of Eet Cheking
The entral result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let C
1
and C
2
be terms denoting onjuntive prediate transform-
ers. Then
C
1

7!C
2
implies
[[C
2
℄℄ v [[C
1
℄℄
The rest of this setion is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.
First, sine

7! is the reexive transitive losure of 7!, and the relation v is
reexive and transitive, it suÆes to show that
C
1
7! C
2
implies [[C
2
℄℄ v [[C
1
℄℄. We next observe that the monotoniity properties in Propo-
sitions 3, 4, 5 hold.
Proposition 3. Let x and y be prediate transformers suh that
x v y
Then for eah prediate transformer z
x ; z v y ; z
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Proposition 4. Let x and y be prediate transformers suh that
x v y
Then for eah monotoni prediate transformer z
z ;x v z ; y
Proposition 5. Let A 6= ; and let f : A ! CTrans and g : A ! CTrans be
parameterized families of prediate transformers. If for all a 2 A
f a v g a
then
f v g
From Propositions 3, 4, 5 by indution it follows that all we need to prove is
that
C
1

C
2
implies [[C
2
℄℄ v [[C
1
℄℄. By Denition (4), we prove the following fats:
(hek 
1
) ;(hek 
2
) v hek (
1
; 
2
) (5)
(x: hek (f x)) v hek (f) (6)
assert Q v hek (assert Q) (7)
assume Q v hek (assume Q) (8)
We proeed to show eah of the properties above. Property (5) follow from
Proposition 8 below. To show Proposition 8 we use Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.
Lemma 6 is a simple fat used in Lemma 7.
Lemma 6. Let s;  be prediate transformers and P a prediate. Then
s P ^ (s v
I
)   P (9)
Proof. By applying (9) to an arbitrary state st we obtain
s P st ^ (s v
I
)st )  P st
whih is a diret onsequene of the denition of v
I
.
Lemma 7 is the plae where we need onjuntivity of ommands.
Lemma 7. Let s
2
, 
1
, 
2
be prediate transformers suh that 
1
is onjuntive.
Then

1
(s
2
v
I

2
)  (
1
; s
2
v
I

1
; 
2
) (10)
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Proof. Beause 
1
is onjuntive, 
1
is monotoni. From Lemma 6 we therefore
onlude that for all prediates P

1
(s
2
P ^ (s
2
v
I

2
))  
1
(
2
P ) (11)
To show (10) let st be any state satisfying

1
(s
2
v
I

2
) st (12)
We need to show that for all prediates P ,

1
(s
2
P ) st ) 
1
(
2
P ) st
So let P be an arbitrary prediate and assume

1
(s
2
P ) st (13)
Beause 
1
is onjuntive, from (13) and (12) we onlude

1
(s
2
P ^ (s
2
v
I

2
)) st
Now from (11) we have

1
(
2
P ) st
Proposition 8. Let s
1
; s
2
; 
1
; 
2
be prediate transformers suh that 
1
is on-
juntive. Then
assert (s
1
v
I

1
) ; 
1
; assert (s
2
v
I

2
) ; 
2
v
assert (s
1
; s
2
v
I

1
; 
2
) ; 
1
; 
2
Proof. By denition we need to show that for every prediate P and every state
st
(s
1
v
I

1
) st ^ 
1
((s
2
v
I

2
) ^ (
2
P )) st )
(s
1
; s
2
v
I

1
; 
2
) st ^ 
1
(
2
P ) st
(14)
Assume
(s
1
v
I

1
) st (15)
and

1
((s
2
v
I

2
) ^ (
2
P )) st (16)
Beause 
1
is onjuntive, 
1
is monotoni, so from (16) we onlude

1
(
2
P ) st
whih is the seond onjunt in the onlusion of (14). It remains to show the
rst onjunt i.e. that for every prediate P
1
,
s
1
(s
2
P
1
) st ) 
1
(
2
P
1
) st (17)
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Let P
1
be an arbitrary prediate. From (16) and monotoniity of 
1
we onlude

1
(s
2
v
I

2
) st
Applying Lemma 7 we onlude
(
1
; s
2
v
I

1
; 
2
) st
whih implies

1
(s
2
P
1
) st) 
1
(
2
P
1
) st (18)
On the other hand, from the assumption (15) we onlude
s
1
(s
2
P
1
) st) 
1
(s
2
P
1
) st (19)
From (18) and (19) we onlude (17).
The following Corollary 9 follows from Proposition 8 by taking s
1
= s
2
= s
where s is idempotent.
Corollary 9. Let s; 
1
; 
2
be prediate transformers suh that 
1
is onjuntive
and
s ; s v s
Then
assert (s v
I

1
) ; 
1
; assert (s v
I

2
) ; 
2
v
assert (s v
I

1
; 
2
) ; 
1
; 
2
This ompletes the proof of Property (5).
Property (6) follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 10. Let s be a prediate transformer and f : A! Trans an indexed
family of prediate transformers. Then
(x: assert (s v
I
f x) ; (f x))
= assert (s v
I
f) ; f
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary prediate and st an arbitrary state. By denition
it suÆes to show
8x: (s v
I
f x) st ^ f x P st
= (s v
I
f) st ^ (f) P st
We have
8x: (s v
I
f x) st ^ f x P st
= 8x: (8P
0
: s P
0
st ) f x P
0
st) ^ f x P st
= (8P
0
: s P
0
st ) 8x: f x P
0
st) ^ 8x: f x P st
= (8P
0
: s P
0
st ) (f) P
0
st) ^ (f) P st
= (s v
I
f) st ^ (f) P st
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To show Theorem 2 it remains to show that we may simply drop the in-
strumentation hek in front of assert and assume ommands. Here we use the
assumption that s is a may-eet.
Proposition 11. Let s be a prediate transformer suh that
s v skip
and let Q be a prediate. Then
assume Q = assert (s v
I
(assume Q)) ; (assume Q)
Proof. Beause
s v skip v assume Q
we have
(s v
I
assume Q) = true
so
assert (s v
I
assume Q) = skip
Proposition 12. Let s be a prediate transformer suh that
s v skip
and let Q be a prediate. Then
assert Q =
assert (s v
I
assert Q) ; assert Q
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary prediate. We need to show
Q ^ P = (s v
I
assert Q) ^Q ^ P
whih is equivalent to
(Q ^ P )  (s v
I
assert Q)
Let st be an arbitrary state. Assume (Q st) and (P st). We show that for all
prediates P
0
s P
0
st ) Q st ^ P
0
st (20)
Let P
0
be a prediate suh that (s P
0
st). Beause (s v skip), we onlude (P
0
st).
We have previously assumed (Q st), so
Q st ^ P
0
st
Hene, (20) holds.
We have thus ompleted the proof of Theorem 2.
We an summarize the orretness of our tehnique as follows. Let C be
a syntax tree, let  = [[C℄℄, and let s be an idempotent may eet. Let C
1
=
hek C, let C
1

7!C
2
, and let 
00
= [[C
2
℄℄. If 
00
true = true, then [[hek C℄℄ true =
(hek ) true = true by Theorem 2, so s v  by Proposition 1.
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6 Some Consequenes
An important example of an idempotent may-eet s is s = havo r.
Proposition 13. Let r be an arbitrary set of loations. Then
havo r v skip
and
havo r v havo r ; havo r
We next exhibit a slightly more general form of an idempotent may-eet. First
we show Lemma 14 that allows aneling of assume and assert statements.
Lemma 14. Let Q
0
and Q
1
be prediates. Then
skip v assume Q
1
; assert Q
0
(21)
i
Q
1
 Q
0
Proof. By denition, (21) holds i
8P: P  (:Q
1
_ (Q
0
^ P )) (22)
whih an be easily shown equivalent to Q
1
 Q
0
.
Proposition 15. Let
s = assert Q
0
; havo r ; assume Q
1
where r is a set of loations and Q
0
and Q
1
are prediates suh that Q
1
 Q
0
.
Then
s v s ; s
Proof. By Lemma 14 and Proposition 13.
Proposition 16. Let
s = assert Q
0
; havo r ; assume Q
1
where r is a set of loations and Q
0
and Q
1
are prediates suh that Q
0
 Q
1
.
Then
s v skip
Proof. By shunting rules [2, Page 223℄, s v skip is equivalent to
havo r v assume Q
0
; skip ; assert Q
1
The result then follows by Lemma 14 and Proposition 13.
From Proposition 15 and Proposition 16 we obtain the following Corollary 17.
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Corollary 17. Let Q be a prediate and r a set of loations. Then
s = assert Q ; havo r ; assume Q
is an idempotent may-eet.
Corollary 17 and Theorem 2 imply that our tehnique for eet heking is
appliable to the eets of the form
s = assert Q ; havo r ; assume Q
Suh eets apture the following idea: if all ommands preserve the invariant Q
and hange only loations in r, then the entire program preserves the invariant
Q and hanges only loations in r.
We next give some simple rules for onstruting eets.
Proposition 18. Let s
1
and s
2
be idempotent eets suh that:
s
1
; s
2
v s
2
; s
1
Then
s = s
1
; s
2
is an idempotent eet as well. Moreover, if s
1
v skip and s
2
v skip then s v skip
as well.
Dene Kleene iteration s

of a prediate transformer s as a demoni hoie
of all nite sequential ompositions of s. More preisely, given an eet s, dene
f : Nat! Trans where Nat is the set of nonnegative integers by
f 0 = skip
f (k + 1) = s ;(f k)
and let
s

= f
Proposition 19. Let s be positively onjuntive transformer. Then s

is an
idempotent may-eet.
Proof. Clearly, s

is a may-eet beause it is a demoni hoie with skip. For
idempotene, show
s

v s ; s

and then use indution and lattie properties.
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7 Related Work
[1℄ and [18℄ ontain a systemati introdution to the renement alulus. [5,19℄
present appliations of the renement alulus to program derivation. To the best
of our knowledge, we are the rst to introdue the notion of in-plae renement
into the renement alulus.
In this paper we have shown that speiation ommands [17℄ of a speial
form an be used as eets and heked against a program on a per-ommand
basis.
[12℄ uses a type system ontaining eets as elements of a ommutative
idempotent algebra, whih is similar to our requirement on idempotent may-
eets. Type systems supporting eet heking in objet-oriented programs
inlude [3, 4, 6, 11℄.
In ontrast to most type system approahes for eet heking, our eet
heking approah is ow-sensitive. Flow-sensitivity is essential for dealing with
aliasing in an objet-oriented programming language. [15℄ uses an instane of
the tehnique desribed in this paper to hek modies lauses. Another ow-
sensitive approah is role analysis [13℄, whih uses eets to enable ompositional
analysis of properties of objets that move between data strutures.
An alternative to the tehnique in this paper is to use a speialized program
analysis and express the analysis result as an instrumentation of the program
with assumption assume Q. Eah instrumentation ommands assume Q desribes
an approximation of the set of reahable states at a program point. A program
analysis an be ast into this framework using renement in ontext, [1, Page
463℄. Suppose that s is an idempotent may-eet. Even if it is not the ase
that s v 
0
for every ommand 
0
of the program, if the bound on reahable
states Q is preise enough, it may be possible to show s v (assume Q); 
0
. If this
relationship holds for all program points, and s is an idempotent may-eet,
then monotoniity of nondeterministi hoie and sequential omposition allow
us to onlude that the entire program renes the eet s. This reasoning an be
used to explain orretness of program analyses suh as [13℄ that use speialized
tehniques to hek proedure eets.
8 Conlusion
Cheking renement is a diÆult problem in general. However, if the speia-
tion is of a speial form, we an automate suh heks. In this paper we presented
a tehnique for showing renement in the ase when the speiation is an idem-
potent may-eet. We have implemented a modies lause heker based on this
tehnique, making use of a theorem prover tailored for program heking [7,10℄.
Our initial experiene with the modies lause heker suggests that the anno-
tation burden of speifying side eets is aeptable.
We have found the renement alulus to be a useful framework for reasoning
about program heking. To show orretness of our approah to eet heking
we introdued a new renement alulus onstrut, in-plae renement. In-plae
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renement allows renement heking to be inorporated into the heking of
veriation onditions, resulting in a tehnique that takes into aount pro-
gram ontrol-ow as well as the onditions of onditional ommands. We have
shown the orretness of our tehnique when programs are onjuntive prediate
transformer and speiations are idempotent may-eets. This general hara-
terization permits various representations for the eet heking, allowing the
abstration of program store loations to be tailored for the desired appliation.
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